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Pursuant to the Court’s Order of May 30th, 2014, Appellants Tiger Hobia, et al., 

(the “Tribal Defendants”) and Florence Development Partners, LLC (collectively, 

“Defendants”), jointly submit this Supplemental Brief.  

Part I addresses the impact of the recent decision of the United States Supreme 

Court in Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Community, 134 S.Ct. 2024 (May 27, 2014) 

(hereafter “Bay Mills”), affirming the judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for 
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the Sixth Circuit, 695 F.3d 406 (6th Cir. 2012), that allegations of class III gaming 

activities being conducted “on Indian lands” are prerequisites for a claim under 

§ 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii) of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (“IGRA”) and its limited 

abrogation of tribal sovereign immunity. Bay Mills requires remand with instructions to 

vacate the preliminary injunction and dismiss the complaint in this action.  

Part II discusses why the May 25th, 2012 decision by the Chair of the National 

Indian Gaming Commission (“NIGC”) that the Broken Arrow Property is not Indian 

lands of the Kialegee Tribal Town renders Oklahoma’s claims in this matter moot.1  

1.0  BAY MILLS REQUIRES REMAND WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO 
DISMISS. 

Bay Mills involved a suit for declaratory and injunctive relief brought by a State 

against a federally recognized Tribe under IGRA § 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii) that alleged 

unlawful class III gaming activities being conducted off a Tribe’s Indian lands. Finding 

the statutory phrase “on Indian lands” dispositive, the Supreme Court agreed with the 

Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals that claims alleging unlawful gaming activities off Indian 

lands cannot arise under IGRA. Slip Op. 8. Claims alleging gaming off Indian lands 

therefore also fall outside IGRA’s limited abrogation of tribal sovereign immunity. Slip 

Op. 8. In reaching that conclusion, the Supreme Court made clear that “class III gaming 

activities” means “just what it sounds like – the stuff involved in playing class III 

games,” not “necessary administrative actions” like authorizing, licensing, or operating a 

1 The decision was based on a May 24th, 2012 opinion of the NIGC Office of General 

Counsel, which the NIGC Chair adopted.   
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Tribal casino. Slip Op. 8-9.  

Bay Mills is dispositive of the issues now before this Court on appeal. Here as 

there, a State brought suit for declaratory and injunctive against a Tribal government 

under IGRA § 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii). Here as there, the “very premise” of the State’s suit was 

allegedly unlawful class III gaming taking place off a Tribe’s Indian lands. Here Tribal 

Defendants comprise Tribal government officials and an arm of Tribal government 

chartered under the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act (“OIWA”). In Bay Mills the defendant 

was only a Tribe. In both cases, tribal sovereign immunity inarguably extends to all 

Tribal defendants. Here as there, the district court abrogated tribal sovereign immunity 

and asserted subject matter jurisdiction under both IGRA and 28 U.S.C. § 1331. But the 

district court here went even further, finding Kialegee’s sovereign immunity waived by 

its OIWA charter and applying the doctrine of Ex parte Young to the lawful actions of its 

officials. Unlike Bay Mills, where the challenged activities consisted in actual gambling, 

here they consisted in the planning and construction of a proposed casino. These 

differences underscore why this Court should remand to the district court with 

instructions to vacate the preliminary injunction and dismiss Oklahoma’s claims.  

1.1 Oklahoma States No Claim Under IGRA § 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii).  

The very premise of Oklahoma’s suit is that the Broken Arrow Property is not 

Indian land of the Kialegee Tribal Town and therefore the Tribe’s gaming activities on 

the site are unlawful. See Complaint ¶¶ 41, 42, 61, 64-65 (Aplt. App. Vol. I, 33-38). But 

Bay Mills confirms what Appellants argued in their opening brief: “on Indian lands” is a 

necessary substantive element for any claim under § 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii). See Aplee. Br. 28, 
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30 (same).  

The Supreme Court explained why this is so. First, Congress limited a State’s 

authority to suits for illegal gaming on Indian land because, after California v. Cabazon 

Band of Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202 (1987), States had no regulatory authority over 

gaming on Indian lands. Slip. Op. 11. Reviewing IGRA’s history and purpose, the Court 

found that “[e]verything – literally everything” in IGRA afforded tools for state or federal 

officials to regulate gaming on Indian lands “and nowhere else.” Slip Op. 12.  

Second, § 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii) partially abrogates tribal immunity for claims arising 

thereunder, which mandates that its terms be strictly construed and applied. Slip Op. 7 

(Congressional abrogation must be “unequivocally” expressed).  

Bay Mills shows that Oklahoma’s claims are fatally flawed in another respect as 

well. Oklahoma’s complaint challenged the lawfulness of construction and planning 

activities by Kialegee in relation to a proposed casino.2 Complaint ¶¶ 31, 51 (Aplt. App. 

Vol. I., 30, 35) (challenging “significant grading,” “site preparation” and “construction-

related activities” leading to “ultimate” operation of a gaming facility). Here the Supreme 

Court spoke forcefully and clearly, saying “class III gaming activities” in IGRA means 

“just what it sounds like – the stuff involved in playing class III games,” that is, “what 

goes on in a casino – each roll of the dice and spin of the wheel.” Slip op. 9. It rejected 

the argument proffered by Michigan in Bay Mills that “gaming activities” can include 

2 The district court relied on their “unlawfulness” to apply Ex parte Young against Tribal 

officials. Oklahoma v. Hobia, 2012 WL 1454885 (N.D. Okla. Apr. 26, 2012).  
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administrative activities like licensing or operation of games or other proceedings of a 

tribal administrative authority. Slip Op. 9. 

Even the State of Michigan, an amicus in this appeal, now accepts this proposition, 

having withdrawn its petition to the Supreme Court for review of the decision in 

Michigan v. Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians, 737 F.3d 1075 (6th Cir. 2013), 

which held that IGRA did not abrogate immunity for suits attacking tribal applications to 

have land taken into trust for gaming purposes.3 

1.2 Oklahoma’s Claims Do Not Ground Federal Question 
Jurisdiction. 

In affirming the Sixth Circuit’s decision, the Supreme Court clarified that 

§ 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii) did not displace federal question jurisdiction over IGRA claims. Slip 

Op. 4, n. 2. Slip op. 4, n. 2. But neither did it remove the requirement that claims alleging 

federal question jurisdiction plead sufficient facts to show that they “arise under” some 

federal law. Bay Mills also did not change the fact that § 1331 provides no abrogation of 

tribal sovereign immunity, Miner Elec., Inc. v. Muscogee (Creek) Nation, 505 F.3d 1007, 

1011 (10th Cir. 2007); Michigan v. Bay Mills Indian Community, 695 F.3d 406, 413 (6th 

Cir. 2012),4 or that tribal sovereign immunity is a jurisdictional issue. Bonnet v. Harvest 

3 Appellants respectfully ask this Court to take judicial notice of Michigan’s notice of 

withdrawal, United States v. Burch, 169 F.3d 666, 671 (10th  Cir. 1999) (judicial notice 

may be taken at any time, including on appeal), a copy of which is attached as Exhibit A.  
4 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit upheld the district court’s assertion of 

federal question jurisdiction over Michigan’s claims, finding it supported by federal 

common law and by state law implicating significant federal issues. Michigan v. Bay 
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(U.S.) Holdings, Inc., 741 F.3d 1155, 1158 (10th Cir. 2014), citing Ramey Const. Co., Inc. 

v. Apache Tribe of Mescalero Reservation, 673 F.2d 315, 318 (10th Cir. 1982).  

Oklahoma has here argued that “on Indian lands” is not a prerequisite for federal 

court jurisdiction. Aplt. Br. 28. And in Bay Mills, the Supreme Court in dicta chided the 

Sixth Circuit for partly framing its analysis of § 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii) in jurisdictional terms. 

Slip Op. 4 n. 2. Its criticism was aimed, however, at making clear that IGRA was not 

meant to displace 28 U.S.C. § 1331 as a jurisdictional basis for any IGRA claim. Slip. 

Op. 4 n. 2. Inasmuch as “on Indian lands” is required for a claim under 

§ 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii), and thus for its partial abrogation of tribal sovereign immunity, Slip 

Op. 8 (“on Indian lands” a “key phrase” in IGRA abrogation), it can be said that “on 

Indian lands,” like “class III gaming activities,” is in a real sense ultimately a 

jurisdictional requirement.  

After Bay Mills, federal question jurisdiction must still be determined from the 

well-pleaded allegations of a plaintiff’s complaint, Devon Energy Prod. Co., L.P. v. 

Mosaic Potash Carlsbad, Inc., 693 F.3d 1195, 1202 (10th Cir. 2012), which must also 

establish that federal law creates the cause of action or that the right to relief necessarily 

depends on resolution of a substantial question of federal law.5 Firstenberg v. City of 

Mills Indian Community, 695 F.3d 406, 413 (6th Cir. 2012). But it also found such 

jurisdiction defeated by Bay Mills’ tribal sovereign immunity. Id. at 415-416. 
5 The substantial question basis of federal question jurisdiction is “exceedingly narrow,” 

encompassing a “special and small category” of cases inapplicable here. Firstenberg v. 

City of Santa Fe, N.M., 696 F.3d 1018, 1023 (10th Cir. 2012).  
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Santa Fe, N.M., 696 F.3d 1018, 1023 (10th Cir. 2012). See also Sac & Fox Nation of 

Oklahoma v. Cuomo, 193 F.3d 1162, 1165-66 (10th Cir. 1999).  

Bay Mills shows why Oklahoma’s complaint, which alleges unlawful gaming off 

Indian lands, makes out no claim “arising under” IGRA. Marcus v. Kansas, 170 F.3d 

1305, 1309 (10th Cir. 1999) (plaintiff bears burden of proving federal question 

jurisdiction). Bay Mills also makes clear that the activities Oklahoma challenged do not 

constitute “class III gaming activities” under IGRA. Even if they did, still no claim would 

arise since they occurred at a place where the Supreme Court said IGRA does not reach.  

In showing that the actions of Kialegee Tribal officials in planning and 

constructing a proposed casino off Indian lands were not unlawful under IGRA, Bay 

Mills also shows that the district court lacked any basis for applying the doctrine of Ex 

parte Young to those officials. Tribal sovereign immunity extends to Tribal officials 

acting within the scope of their official capacities. Aplt Br. 8, citing Crowe & Dunlevy, 

P.C. v. Stidham, 640 F.3d 1140, 1154 (10th Cir. 2011); Fletcher v. United States, 116 F3d 

1315, 1324 (10th Cir. 1997); Burrell v. Armijo, 456 F.3d 1159, 1174 (10th Cir. 1997). The 

doctrine of Ex parte Young removes sovereign immunity for declaratory and injunctive 

relief against government officials “to enjoin alleged ongoing violations of federal law.” 

Aplee. Br. 23, citing Crowe & Dunlevy, P.C., 640 F.3d at 1154; Tenneco Oil Co. v. Sac 

& Fox Tribe of Indians of Okla., 725 F.3d 572, 574 (10th Cir. 1984).  

Oklahoma alleged, and the district court wrongly found, that Tribal Defendants’ 

activities exceeded the Tribe’s powers under federal law. Oklahoma v. Hobia, 2012 WL 

1454885, *8 (N.D. Okla. Apr. 26, 2012). Bay Mills makes absolutely clear that the 
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activities alleged of Kialegee’s officials not only did not violate IGRA but fall outside of 

its jurisdictional purview. Nor could the district court have relied on violations of the 

Gaming Compact alone because, like IGRA, the Compact only applies to gaming on 

Kialegee’s Indian lands. Aplt. App. Vol. III, 701 (Gaming Compact, Pt. 5.L) (permitting 

covered gaming only on Kialegee’s Indian lands as defined by IGRA). By showing that 

Oklahoma did not allege anything unlawful of any Tribal Defendant, Bay Mills further 

shows why it was error for the district court to reach the issue of waiver under the Tribe’s 

Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act corporate charter.  

1.4  Oklahoma Can Show No Injury Under IGRA. 

Bay Mills proves equally problematic for Oklahoma’s standing. By failing to 

allege unlawful class III gaming activities occurring on Indian lands, Oklahoma can make 

out no injury under IGRA, much less causation or redressability. Because Oklahoma 

alleged no injury under any other law, it cannot satisfy the essential components of 

Article III’s case or controversy requirement. Essence, Inc. v. City of Fed. Heights, 285 

F.3d 1272, 1280 (10th Cir.2002); Jordan v. Sosa, 654 F.3d 1012, 1019 (10th Cir. 2011) 

(injury-in-fact requires invasion of a legally protected interest which is concrete and 

particularized and actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical). To establish 

standing for prospective relief, which Oklahoma sought and obtained here, a plaintiff 

must also demonstrate “a continuing injury.” Jordan, 654 F.3d at 1019. Bay Mills’ 

narrow reading of “class III gaming activities” and “on Indians lands” shows why 

Oklahoma’s allegations can make out none of these things. Bay Mills makes clear that 

“commencement of grading,” “construction of a facility,” and “public statements” by 
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Tribal officials do not and cannot constitute “class III gaming activities,” and thus pose 

no “actual or imminent” threat to any cognizable interest of the State under IGRA.6 

Oklahoma v. Hobia, 2012 WL 1454885, *12 (N.D. Okla. Apr. 26, 2012) (unreported) 

(“Hobia I”), Dkt. 105, Aplt. App. Vol. II, 391.  

1.5 IGRA Makes All Tribes with an Interest in “Indian Land” Necessary 
and Indispensable Parties.  

Bay Mills makes ‘Indian lands’ essential to determining when a claim arises and 

abrogation applies under IGRA § 2710(d)(7)(A)(ii). IGRA, in turn, makes Tribal 

jurisdiction essential to the definition of “on Indian lands.” 25 U.S.C. § 2703(4)(B) 

(defining Indian lands as lands “over which an Indian tribe exercises governmental 

power”). Where the presence or not of ‘Indian lands’ turns on the question of shared 

jurisdiction, as here, then it necessarily implicates the interests of more than one 

sovereign. Those sovereign interests are of such a nature that no assessment or 

determination can be made that will not affect them, the very definition of 

indispensability. Shields v. Barrow, 58 U.S. 130, 139 (1854).  

The district court below ranged far and wide into the jurisdictional history and 

relationship between Kialegee and the Muscogee Creek Nation (“MCN”) with respect to 

whether they shared jurisdiction over the Broken Arrow Property. See, e.g., Oklahoma v. 

6 Compounding Oklahoma’s lack of injury is its existing gaming compact with the 

Muscogee Creek Nation, which inarguably authorizes class III gaming at the Broken 

Arrow Property. See Aplt. Reply 10, citing 70 Fed. Reg. 18,041 (Apr. 8, 2005); Aplee. 

Br. 7-8 (noting provision of government services to Property by MCN).  
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Hobia, et al., 2012 WL 2995044 (N.D. Okla. July 20, 2012) (unreported) (“Hobia II”), 

*9, *12, Aplt. App. Vol. II, 515, 520 (¶¶ 46, 68) (finding Property within boundaries of 

MCN and that MCN provided law enforcement, fire and emergency services to the 

Property); *10, Aplt. App. Vol. II, 516 (¶ 57) (finding that state court determined that 

intertribal dispute existed between Kialegee and MCN over jurisdiction); *15 (¶ 21), Dkt. 

150, Aplt. App. Vol. II, 527 (concluding MCN has jurisdiction over the Property as 

successor to historic Creek Nation and acknowledging Kialegee claimed shared 

jurisdiction); *18 (¶ 33) (concluding Kialegee was a “subset group[]” of MCN). Despite 

this, the district court not only found that Kialegee was not an indispensable party, Hobia 

I, *10, Dkt. 105, Aplt. App. Vol. II, 387-388, but never considered whether MCN might 

be one, too. Bay Mills’ emphasis on the jurisdictional importance of “Indian lands” to 

claims arising under IGRA shows why this was error.  

2.0 ANY EXISTING CLAIMS WERE MOOTED BY THE NIGC INDIAN 
LANDS DECISION.  

As Bay Mills shows, Oklahoma’s complaint failed to make out a “real and 

substantial controversy” from the start. Even if it had, the State’s claims would have been 

rendered moot by the NIGC decision determining that the Broken Arrow Property was 

not Indian lands of Kialegee.  

2.1 Background 

Back in 2011, Kialegee asked the NIGC to decide the gaming-eligible status of the 

Broken Arrow Property. See Aplt. App. Vol. III, 720-722. While its request was pending, 

Oklahoma commenced this suit. On May 18th, 2012, the district court issued a 
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preliminary injunction from the bench. Dkt. 132 at 437. Seven days later, the NIGC 

Chairwoman formally concluded that the Broken Arrow Property was not Indian land of 

Kialegee based on the analysis of the NIGC General Counsel (“NIGC Decision”). See 

Dkt. 134, Exhibit 1.   

The NIGC Decision resolved the very questions at issue in Oklahoma’s complaint. 

Oklahoma sought declarations that Kialegee lacked authority under IGRA to construct or 

operate a casino on the site; that doing so would violate IGRA and the Gaming Compact; 

and that the site wasn’t Indian land of the Tribe. Complaint ¶¶ 41, 42, 61, 64-65 (Aplt. 

App. Vol. I, 33-38). The NIGC Decision, in turn, determined (1) that the Tribe lacked 

authority under IGRA to operate any gaming at the Property; (2) that the Tribe had no 

legal jurisdiction over the site and therefore could not exercise governmental power over 

it as required by IGRA; and (3) directed the Tribe not to commence gaming on the 

Property, warning that doing so would be a violation of IGRA subjecting the Tribe to 

enforcement actions.  

Oklahoma apprised the district court of the NIGC Decision within days. In its 

written order issued almost two months later, the district court noted that the NIGC 

Decision found the Broken Arrow Property not to be Kialegee’s Indian lands and directed 

the Tribe not to commence IGRA gaming on the Property. Hobia II, *12, Dkt. 150, Aplt. 

App. Vol. II, 521 n. 3. In a subsequent order modifying its preliminary injunction, the 

district court noted, again without discussion, that the Tribe had requested and the NIGC 

denied a request for reconsideration. Dkt. 151 (July 30, 2012), Aplt. App. Vol. II, 541 n. 

2. Nowhere did the district court discuss the impact of the NIGC Decision or whether it 
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affected the State’s claims, as it should have.  

2.2 Discussion 

Article III’s case-and-controversy requirement subsists through all stages of 

judicial proceedings, not just when suit is filed. Lewis v. Cont'l Bank Corp., 494 U.S. 

472, 477 (1990). It is a requirement that limits judicial authority, Friends of the Earth v. 

Laidlaw Environmental Services, 528 U.S. 167, 180 (2000), by confining it to cases 

brought by parties suffering an actual injury that is redressable by a court. Utah Animal 

Rights Coal. v. Salt Lake City Corp., 371 F.3d 1248, 1255 (10th Cir. 2004). When a 

controversy ceases to exist or becomes moot at any time, a federal court must dismiss the 

action for want of jurisdiction. Jordan v. Sosa, 654 F.3d 1012, 1023 (10th Cir. 2011).7  

Mootness arises when a plaintiff loses his standing from intervening events that 

render the original issues no longer live, or deprives him of any legally cognizable 

interest in the outcome. WildEarth Guardians v. Public Service Company of Colorado, 

690 F.3d 1174, 1182 (10th Cir. 2012); Utah Animal Rights Coal., 371 F.3d at 1256. The 

central question in the mootness analysis is whether the decision of a once live dispute 

7 While Article III requires a court to consider standing and mootness, Utah Animal 

Rights Coal. v. Salt Lake City Corp., 371 F.3d 1248, 1255 (10th Cir. 2004), a court may 

assume without deciding that standing exists in order to analyze mootness. Friends of the 

Earth, 528 U.S. at 180, citing Arizonans for Official English, 520 U.S. 43, 66-67 (1997). 

Plaintiff bears the burden of demonstrating standing, but defendant must show that a case 

has become moot. WildEarth Guardians v. Public Service Company of Colorado, 690 

F.3d 1174, 1183 (10th Cir. 2012). 
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continues to be justified by a sufficient prospect that the decision will have an impact on 

the parties. Wright & Miller, 13B FED. PRAC. & PROC. JURIS. § 3533 (3d ed).  The NIGC 

Decision effectively ended the dispute by eliminating any prospect that a district court 

decision would have any impact on the parties.  

The NIGC Decision was not an advisory opinion but a final agency action binding 

on Kialegee and its officials. Colorado Farm Bureau Fed'n v. U.S. Forest Serv., 220 F.3d 

1171, 1173-74 (10th Cir. 2000) (describing criteria for determining “final agency action”); 

see also 5 U.S.C. § 551(13) (defining “agency action” as agency rule, order, license, 

sanction, relief, or the equivalent or denial thereof, or failure to act).  It represented the 

consummation of a formal decision-making process that reviewed whether Kialegee 

could lawfully conduct gaming at the Broken Arrow Property. Id., citing Bennett v. 

Spear, 520 U.S. 154, 178 (1997). That review took more than a year and involved 

discussions between the NIGC General Counsel and the Tribe and the assessment of 

extensive submissions. The opinion of the NIGC General Counsel carried the weight of 

the Department of the Interior, whose Office of the Solicitor reviewed and concurred in 

it. The General Counsel’s opinion was thereafter formally adopted by the NIGC 

Chairwoman as the Commission’s own, rendering it a determination of the NIGC. As 

such the Decision was also determinative of the Tribe’s rights and obligations under 

IGRA. The impact of the NIGC Decision was “direct and immediate,” Colorado Farm 

Bureau Fed'n, 220 F.3d at 1173, and became final for the Tribe after the Tribe’s request 

for reconsideration was denied.  

The NIGC Decision gave Oklahoma officials everything they sought. While it 
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might have left open whether “class III gaming activities” of a Tribe included things like 

construction and planning of a proposed casino – an issue Bay Mills put to rest – it would 

have made any answer by a district court strictly advisory. United States v. Burlington N. 

R. Co., 200 F.3d 679, 699 (10th Cir. 1999) (federal courts do not render advisory 

opinions), citing Norvell v. Sangre de Cristo Dev. Co., Inc., 519 F.2d 370, 373 (10th Cir. 

1975).  

Of particular importance to the mootness inquiry when plaintiff seeks an 

injunction is plaintiff’s susceptibility to reasonably certain continuing injury. Jordan, 654 

F.3d at 1024. In that context, defeating a claim of mootness requires the plaintiff to show 

not only that he maintains a personal stake in the outcome, but to demonstrate a 

likelihood of substantial and immediate irreparable injury and the inadequacy of remedies 

at law. Id. Oklahoma faced no imminent injury under IGRA and it alleged no harm under 

any other laws.8 Even if the State could have, the NIGC Decision eliminated any such 

threat, barring any gaming by the Tribe at the Property and threatening enforcement if 

any took place. Once the NIGC Decision issued, Oklahoma lost any stake it might have 

had and, had any ever existed, eliminated any likelihood of “substantial and immediate 

irreparable injury”  

Finally, the distinct doctrine of prudential mootness applies in cases of a plaintiff 

seeking injunctive or declaratory relief. Jordan, 654 at 1024, citing Bldg. & Constr. Dep't 

8 See Bay Mills, Slip Op. 11-12 (citing other state and federal laws the State of Michigan 

could have asserted against the Bay Mills Indian Community but did not). 
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v. Rockwell Int'l Corp., 7 F.3d 1487, 1492 (10th Cir.1993). Prudential mootness permits a 

court in its discretion to dismiss a case based on considerations of prudence and comity 

for coordinate branches of government. Jordan, 654 at 1024. The NIGC Decision 

represented a determination of issues by the very body created by Congress to administer 

and enforce IGRA. 25 U.S.C. § 2706. As such, the doctrine of prudential mootness 

applies and this Court should remand this matter to the district court with directions to 

vacate the preliminary injunction and dismiss the State’s action as moot based on the 

NIGC Decision.  

Respectfully submitted this 3rd day of July, 2014. 
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